
CoreLogic and Homesnap join Forces on integrations to Matrix 
IRVINE, Calif., March 20, 2019 -- CoreLogic® (NYSE: CLGX), a leading global property information, analytics and data-
enabled solutions provider, today announced that it has entered into an agreement with Homesnap, provider of the top-
rated agent mobile productivity platform, to offer their mutual CoreLogic and Homesnap customers advanced 
integrations. These integrations between Matrix™, CoreLogic’s multiple listing software system, and Homesnap Pro will 
include full synchronization of contacts, prospects, saved searches and favorites between the two platforms, edit listing 
functionality, and ultimately, the ability to add a new listing. This alliance represents the first time that CoreLogic has 
allowed these combined integrations directly into Matrix. The integrations will be available to CoreLogic Matrix and 
Homesnap Pro customers and users at no additional charge. 
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"Agents want to be able to perform their essential business functions in one place, using one platform. This 
groundbreaking collaboration with Homesnap will make that goal a reality for the brokers and agents who use Homesnap 
and Matrix," said Chris Bennett, Executive Leader of Real Estate Solutions for CoreLogic. "We are proud to be working with 
Homesnap to deliver these integrations to the industry." 

"Our clients have asked for integrated solutions that make the products they use more powerful and efficient. We are 
always trying to make Homesnap Pro an even better tool for agents, brokers and multiple listing organizations, and this 
relationship with CoreLogic was a natural step for us," said Homesnap CEO John Mazur. "CoreLogic provides one of the 
top software solutions for multiple listing organizations, and the integrations that we’re developing together will be 
incredibly valuable for our mutual customers. 

The integrations made possible by this collaborative effort will enhance the utility of Homesnap Pro in CoreLogic markets, 
allowing agents to perform a multitude of essential tasks directly from their mobile device. Homesnap and CoreLogic 
expect the first phase of these integrations to be introduced before the end of the second quarter of 2019. 

"The demand for Homesnap Pro was evident when it became one of our most rapidly adopted services ever. The 
upcoming integration with Matrix will ensure continued strong usage going forward," said Northwest Multiple Listing 
Service President and CEO Tom Hurdelbrink. 

Homesnap Pro is the most popular agent productivity app on the market, currently available to roughly 1 million agents in 
more than 170 multiple listing organizations across the country. Homesnap is also the public-facing brand of the Broker 
Public Portal, providing a real-time home search platform with multiple listing information to millions of consumers each 
month 

About CoreLogic 

CoreLogic (NYSE: CLGX) is a leading global property information, analytics and data-enabled solutions provider. The 
company’s combined data from public, contributory and proprietary sources includes over 4.5 billion records spanning 
more than 50 years, providing detailed coverage of property, mortgages and other encumbrances, consumer credit, 
tenancy, location, hazard risk and related performance information. The markets CoreLogic serves include real estate and 
mortgage finance, insurance, capital markets, and the public sector. CoreLogic delivers value to clients through unique 
data, analytics, workflow technology, advisory and managed services. Clients rely on CoreLogic to help identify and 
manage growth opportunities, improve performance and mitigate risk. Headquartered in Irvine, Calif., CoreLogic operates 
in North America, Western Europe and Asia Pacific. For more information, please visit www.corelogic.com 

About Homesnap 

With easy-to-use mobile technology fueled by unmatched, real-time data intelligence, Homesnap is changing the way real 
estate agents connect with consumers and serve their clients. The industry-endorsed Homesnap platform leverages real-
time data from 175 MLSs to empower millions of consumers each month with a superior home search experience, while 
providing over 75% of U.S. agents with access to powerful mobile tools that automate their work and accelerate their 
success. With the Homesnap mobile app, the highest rated consumer home search application; Homesnap Pro, the 
industry-standard mobile business platform for agents; and the Homesnap national home search portal, a joint venture 
with the industry-backed Broker Public Portal, the integrated Homesnap platform is transforming the industry by bringing 
real-time to real estate. More information can be found at www.homesnap.com. 
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